
IMPORTANT! – INSTRUCTIONS: PLEASE READ 

       

Thank you for your purchase of the Pocket Jack™ for Carvin’, a multiple-

blade jackknife designed specifically for woodcarvers.  We put great effort 
into manufacturing innovative, quality carving tools designed to give you a 
lifetime of enjoyment.  Our reputation for long-lasting, razor-sharp edges is 
well known throughout the world.  The information contained in this manual 
is designed to provide you with the basic knowledge for operating the 
different blades contained in your new knife.  We also provide routine 
maintenance tips.  Reading over this material will ensure that you know how 
to keep your knife in top working order.  Performing this maintenance will 
keep the blades working at their maximum efficiency.  More detailed 
information can be found at your authorized Flexcut dealer, flexcut.com or 
local library. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Operating the locking device 
 

Always use great caution when opening or closing any blade in the knife.  
They are extremely sharp!  After making your blade choice, use the 
embossed nail nick to pull it out until the blade locks into place.  Note: The 

V-scorp does not have a nail nick, and can be pulled out by inserting your 
nail under the shank of the tool itself.  If any of the adjacent blades rotate out 
along with the blade you wish to use, push them back into the handle.  The 
blade will only lock in place if the others are completely closed.  For added 
safety, test the blade to ensure it is securely locked into position. 
 

To unlock and close the blade into the handle, push down on the thumb 
recess on the back of the knife.  When the blade releases, fold the blade 
completely back into the handle until its edge is safely covered.  While the 
lock is depressed, be careful not to push the blades that are already closed 
any deeper into the handle.  This can jam the locking mechanism. 
 

Maintenance 
 

The Pocket Jack™ for Carvin’ blades are made from high-carbon steel to 
offer the best possible edge for carving wood.  The black oxide finish is 
added to make the blades rust-resistant, not rustproof.  Keeping the knife in 
a dry environment will help prevent spotting of rust.  Wiping the blades with a 
thin coat of oil or wax can also be very good preventive maintenance. 
 

Your new knife has been oiled prior to packaging to help ensure 
movement when selecting, opening and closing any of the blades.  
Flexcut recommends oiling the pivot point of the blade with one drop 
of a 3-in-1 oil.  This lubricates the blade to facilitate an easier operation 
of the action of the blades in your knife. 
 

Always avoid prying with any blade.  Push the tool through the entire cut.  
Prying can damage the blade and void the warranty. 
 

Flexcut Limited Lifetime Warranty 
 

We warrant products manufactured by Flexcut Tool Company, Inc. to be free 
of defects in material and workmanship for the life of the owner.  We will 
replace the tool/knife with a new Flexcut carving tool/knife at our expense 
and we will also reimburse the shipping cost or postage and pay the return 
freight.  If you feel any Flexcut tool has failed due to a manufacturing defect, 
mail the tool along with a written explanation of the problem to the address 
below.  Please include your name, address, email address (if available) and 
a daytime telephone number along with your tool/knife. 
 

Flexcut Tool Company, Inc. 
Attn: Tool Return 
8105 Hawthorne Drive 
Erie, PA  16509 
 

Flexcut Tool Company, Inc. does not warrant its product against normal 
wear or misuse. Flexcut carving tools are not intended to be used as pry 
bars or screwdrivers.  Flexcut Tool Company, Inc. will not repair or replace 
any products damaged due to misuse. 
 

This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may have other rights 
that vary from state to state. 
 

Consumer Awareness Statement 
 

Flexcut Tool Company, Inc. manufactures edge tools for wood carving and 
each is tested to be razor sharp.  Consumers should practice extreme 
caution when opening, using or sharpening any of our tools.  Flexcut carving 
tools are intended to be used for carving wood and should not be used on 
other materials.  They are not weapons and should not be used as such.  If 
an injury occurs during use (or misuse) of any Flexcut carving tool, this is a 
risk that our customers assume and Flexcut Tool Company, Inc. can in no 
way be held accountable.  Our customers should always exercise good 
safety practices and use our products wisely.  Flexcut tools are not 
intended for use by children under the age of 18 years old unless 
under strict adult supervision. 
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